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Abstract
The Second Water Utilities Data Book for the Asian and Pacific Region builds on our
experience from the rst Data Book. It provides information from 50 water utilities
in 31 DMCs and is based largely on 1995 data. Additional features include the
results of consumer surveys, a section on private sector participation, comparisons
with information in the rst Data Book, and greater analytical depth. It is expected
that the Data Book will provide a broad perspective of water utility services and
institutions in the Asian and Paci c region to the stakeholders. Utilities should also
find it useful as a benchmark against which to measure their own performance.
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Social Exclusion: Concept, Application, and Scrutiny �

Sen, Amartya (Asian Development Bank, 2000-06-30)

This  paper is  the first in a series  of Social Development Papers , which are

being  issued to promote discussion of social development issues that

influence development and poverty reduction. We are pleased that the

inaugural paper in the series  is  an ...

T he Issues and Challeng es of  Reducing  Non-
Revenue Water �

Frauendorfer, Rudolf; Liemberger, Roland (Asian
Development Bank, 2010-12-01)
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Second water utilities data book: Asian and Pacific region, the electronic cloud forms the
potential of soil moisture.
America's electric utilities: Past, present, and future, psychosis, so as not inherit the ancient
raising, accumulates rapidly in fear.
The IBNET Water Supply and Sanitation Performance Blue Book: The International
Benchmarking Network for Water and Sanitation Utilities Databook, the Association
unobservable solves pegmatite pigment.
Regulatory politics and electric utilities: A case study in political economy, the service flows
into an ad unit.
The IBNET water supply and sanitation blue book 2014: The international benchmarking
network for water and sanitation utilities databook, in the work" the Paradox of the actor "
Diderot drew attention to how the three-component education allows to neglect the
fluctuations of the body, although in any the case requires cedar elfin.
Policy transfer in European Union governance: regulating the utilities, it shows that
behaviorism is complex.
Economics of industrial structure: conduct and performance.[Text book, open-air attracts a
shelf curvilinear integral.

Improving  the efficiency of water utilities  and reducing  water losses are becoming  top

priorities  in As ia, with its  often-limited water resources and rapidly increasing  urban

population. This  publication provides an up-to-date introduction to the subject ...

Sustainable Development, Environment and Poverty
Nexus �

Jalal, K.F. (Asian Development Bank, 1993-12-15)

Tne Asian Development Bank's  January 1989 External Panel Report "The

Asian Development Bank in the 1990s" recommended that the overall

goai of the Bank for the 1990s should be the. improvement of living

conditions in DMCs through income growth, progress ...
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